The excitation of large amplitude electron oscillations in a streaming cold plasma and the minimum threshold of wave breaking in the resonant region are investigated analytically as a function of flow velocity. The problem is reduced to the solution of a driven harmonic oscillator with time varying eigenfrequency cop(<) in a self-consistent, stationary ion density profile. An analytical solution is presented and applied to the correct wave breaking criterion in a streaming plasma. Wave breaking sets in when the driver amplitude obeys the inequality me(ovc
I. Introduction
In the critical region of an inhomogeneous plasma the incident electromagnetic wave can resonantly couple to an electrostatic wave. The classical treatment of this resonance absorption has been given in Ref. [1] in a linearized form for a plasma at rest. The most complete treatment can be found in Ref.
II. A simplified nonlinear description of this process for a cold plasma is feasible if the simplification of the so called capacitor model is introduced: The sinusoidal driver field E&e~i wt is assumed to have only a component in the direction of the density gradient. In this case the oscillation amplitude xe (x, t) of the electrons is governed by the linear equation (2) + (*)*e = E^e~i wt , (1) at* y me which is a good approximation even for large amplitudes xe because the plasma frequency cop = (Ze 2 no)come) 1 / 2 only depends on the ion density UQ(X). At the position COP -CO the solution of (1) is given by
xe(x,t) =
-tEde-*»t, (2) 2 rn e to which shows that the amplitude grows linearly in time. As a consequence wave breaking occurs [3] . In order to distinguish this braking mechanism from particle kinetic effects [4] , we call it hydrodynamic wave breaking. It is defined as the interpenetration of two volume elements of the fluid under consideration. The mathematical criterion for hydrodynamic breaking in a homogeneous plasma with the ions at rest is [5] dxe/dx < -1 (3) in at least one point x.
According to (1) hydrodynamic wave breaking occurs at arbitrarily small driver fields. However, there are several damping mechanisms w r hich introduce a finite breaking threshold for E&. Collisions between electrons and ions can limit the indefinite growth of xe, but in laser produced plasmas the collision frequency is generally too low to be effective. Another more effective threshold is repre-sented by temperature effects. At the moment of breaking the electron density becomes infinite in accordance with (3) and the thermal pressure strongly reacts. Or, in other terms, a finite temperature forces the electrostatic oscillations to propagate down the density gradient and to lead to a continuous flow of energy but of the resonance region, which may limit the oscillation amplitude xe to a finite value. This effect was studied in numerical simulations as well as in simple analytical models [6] . Other limitations on the indefinite growth of xe may be imposed by Landau damping [7] , i.e. particle acceleration, and by distortions of the ion density profile no due to light pressure. However, no analytical treatment of these effects is available as yet. The same holds for plasma convection. Many plasmas show considerable flow velocity at the critical point (cop = co), e.g. laser produced plasmas. This has two effects on wave breaking. Firstly, a volume element stays for only a restricted time in the resonance region and, secondly, owing to the rarefaction of the ion density, steepening of the electron wave is reduced.
In the following we present an analytical treatment of the problem of wave breaking in a streaming cold plasma. In Section 2 we formulate the problem in terms of a driven harmonic oscillator with time varying eigenfrequency. In Section 3 a self-consistent, stationary density profile is determined and the oscillator equation is solved analytically for it. Finally, in Section 4 the correct wave breaking criterion for a streaming plasma is applied and the minimum threshold for wave breaking is derived. The calculated values of electromagnetic wave intensities show that plasma convection leads to appreciable intensities at which hydrodynamic breaking sets in. However, it also appears that in laser produced plasmas temperature effects may represent a more effective damping mechanism.
Resonant Excitation of Electrostatic Oscillations in a Streaming Plasma
We consider a layered medium, i.e. a plasma with its density gradient in the ar-direction only. The plasma is fully ionized, the electrons are assumed to follow an adiabatic equation of state, the ion density and flow velocity are no and vo, respectively, and the electrons with density ne (x, t) are assumed to move at speed u (x, t). The obliquely incident p-polarized electromagnetic wave resonantly interacts with the electrostatic wave in a small region around the critical point. Since the magnetic field amplitude has a local maximum there and since the variation of E at that point is mainly in the direction of the gradient, the following approximations are justified:
where ky is the wave vector component in the ydirection, ky = ko sin ao and ao is the angle of incidence from the vacuum. It has been shown in Ref. [8] that the capacitor model represents an excellent approximation for nonrelativistic intensities. With these simplifications the corresponding Maxwell equations read (E = Ex)
From these relations the total time derivative of E is calculated as
The equation of motion of the electrons is
where se=(yekTelme) 1 l 2 represents the electron sound speed. Taking the total time derivative of this equation with the help of (8), we get
This equation is valid for arbitrarily large amplitudes u and for non-stationary ion density profiles, too, the only limitation being imposed by wave breaking. The plasma frequency is determined by the ion density, 
By means of these relations (10) transforms into the equation
Avo is given by the difference Avo -vo{x(a, t), t) -vo (a, t).
It is due to the fact that at time t the ion fluid element starting from point a is at position xo(a,t), whereas the corresponding electron fluid element has moved to position # (a, t). Before wavebreaking this equation is exact; after it will change because the current in (6) has to be calculated differently.
In the following we treat the effect of plasma motion on wave breaking. Therefore, in order to simplify (10 a) considerably, we assume a cold plasma, i. e. se = 0. The term containing (Op can be approximated as follows:
co%{x(a, t),t}{ve{a,t) + Av0} {x0(a, t),t}ve (a, t)
as long as the electrons do not oscillate over too large an inhomogeneity region. The exact term would generate all higher harmonics. But those are not resonantly driven and can therefore be neglected. In addition, 6ro/ö£ = 0 can be assumed. We justify these assumptions in the last Section of the paper, of course. with a>p (x0, t) = e 2 n0 {a, t)leo me, where no{a, t) means no{xo{a, t), t}. The electrons oscillate around the ion volume element of density no(a,t) (oscillation center approximation). Since the plasma is streaming, cop becomes time dependent: A volume element streaming through the resonance region starts with cop co (co frequency of the driver), reaches cop = co at the critical point and then changes to cop < OJ owing to the rarefaction of the plasma.
The phenomenon of hydrodynamic wave breaking takes place as soon as the transformation from Eulerian to Lagrangean variables becomes multivalued. It can be shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for this to occur is that the inequality
is fulfilled [9] . This criterion is invariant with respect to a shift of the point £ = 0. Introducing
ky B me and assuming sinusoidal time variation of the driver, B = Be~i (0t , we get the following equation of a driven harmonic oscillator with time varying eigenfrequency for the relative electron velocity:
It is not possible to solve this equation analytically for the general case. When v(a, t) oscillates only a few times during resonance with its driver the maximum amplitude depends very much on the relative phase between e~i cot and v(a, t). But this case is neither interesting in our context because v will remain small. In laser plasmas, for instance, v oscillates many times when it is resonant, typically from 10 2 to 10 3 times. A WKB approximation is then appropriate. The solution of the homogeneous part of (13) is given by
o and consequently a solution of the inhomogeneous equation is
A Stationary Self-Consistent Ion Density Profile
Integral (16) is simplest to evaluate for cop linear in time. In order to find reasonable behaviour of cop in space, we imagine that a stationary selfconsistent density step due to rarefaction and the ponderomotive force n §n has already been established. In general, formulation of this problem would lead to a nonlinear integral equation. For cop linear in time the correct profile no(x) = no (a, t) can be determined in the following way.
From cop = co (1 + f (a) -cut) with j(a) the spatial variation to be determined it follows that (index c indicates the resonance point) 2 and
The position x(a, t) of a volume element is given by For the special case of a>p = coo = const solution (14) reduces to the well-known solution for co 4= coo,
and for the case of resonance (co = coo) to
which is nearly the smooth solution (2) because of 2cot > 1 in our case. In order to get the exact solution for this case also, the correct linear combination of (14) and (15) has to be taken. In the resonance region |v| starts growing because the phase cot -cp becomes stationary. Consequently, only v, of (15) is important and vz can be disregarded because | vz/vi | 1 is valid in very good approximation in the resonance region. The approximate solution of (13) we use in the following is therefore
It also shows the correct behaviour for a volume element when it is still far from the resonance point (cop > co). Furthermore it is interesting to note that, in contrast to the warm plasma case, the oscillation frequency of a cold plasma slab changes following cop adiabatically. 
The scale length of no depends on a as follows:
With the same procedure self-consistent distributions for the case of constant acceleration i >o = / (a) -f-2 ßo t can be found: 
where x is the time a volume element takes to travel from its initial position a;0 = a<0 to the point of resonance (a, 0 = 0. Since y is a large quantity, i.e. the time behaviour of the amplitude is mainly determined by the value of the Fresnel integral j e~l r,2 drj. Its absolute value is visualized as the radius vector on the Cornu spiral [10] (see Figure 1) . The whole expression for | v \ is represented in Fig. 2 as a function of cop. The slow increase of | v | out of resonance (cop<co) is due to the WKB term (1-2 rjly)* 1 . The small ripples above resonance (cop>co) in Fig. 2 can easily be explained: The calculation starts at a finite time instead of -oo, which means that in Fig. 1 which shows that as soon as is less than y/10 the phase rj{fj -y) changes at least four times more rapidly than the exponent of the Fresnel integral. In the resonance region | rj | < n/2 for the reasonable value y = 100% is at least 30 everywhere. It thus becomes apparent that it makes sense to define expression (22) as the usual amplitude of the oscillation.
The driving electric field can be defined as 1= sin ao • In addition, by setting Vd = -ieEdlme(o= -A/co 2 , which is a linearized solution of (13) 
ßwli-^L fe-Wdrj
The multiplication factor due to the electron response | ve/vd | in the resonance region is highest at rj^Ji/2 Ve y = 1.04 . 7 .
Vd 1 -n\y
The width A over which energy is coupled from the driving field into the plasma oscillation is determined from the resonance width Arj = n={(o<xl2) 1 
Criterion of Wave Breaking in a Streaming Cold Plasma
In order to get the desired criterion for hydrodynamic wave breaking as a function of driver frequency co, incident intensity Iinc, flow velocity vc and scale length Lc, we have (I) to integrate ve(a, t), (II) to take the maximum of | 8/8« Jved*| and (III) to relate the driver field to Iinc and to the most favourable angle of incidence. In this way the lowest possible wave breaking threshold is determined.
Because of rj = (coa/2)i/ 2 (£ -r) and r=-a/ (vc + aa) it holds for v from (21) t 8 
The RHS can be approximated by iyv to the high precision of 1/y 2 as long as rj is not taken too far out in the underdense region (e.g. rjt^yl3). Keeping in mind that the lower limit of integration can be taken so far away from resonance (i.e. cop > co 2 ) that the contribution to the integral from -oo to + oo becomes arbitrarily small, one then obtains the following result:
From (12), (17), (25) and (27) and with co (1 -2rj/y) = cop the following condition for wave breaking is now arrived at in a straightforward way:
Since co 2 (a, 0) = co 2 v 2 /(vc + aa) 2 holds, inequality (28) explicitely shows that our wave breaking condition (12) does not depend on the initial position of a volume element as soon as it is chosen well above resonance, in accordance with physical intuition. Criterion (28) can still be simplified by considering that cot changes much more rapidly than the other quantities in the bracket. Therefore, instead of looking at } it is perfectly equivalent to consider the absolute value of this bracket. In addition, if we limit rj to the still large interval rj <yj 10, (1 -2 rj/y) 1 / 2, can be ignored and
or, equivalently,
holds. These formulae represent the desired, rigorous criterion for wave breaking in a cold inhomogeneous plasma which streams with velocity vc at the resonance point. The absolute value of the Fresnel integral reaches its maximum around rj = n\2. However, the absolute value in inequality (29) increases monotonically with rj as can be seen from Figure 3 . As a consequence, far out from resonance the threshold of wave breaking is drastically lowered. For a special set of parameters this behaviour is shown in Figure 4 : While the first density peak is still moderate, the third spike has already broken. The physical reason for such behaviour is partly due to the wavelength decrease of the electrostatic oscillations in the lower density region.
We are interested here in the wave breaking threshold in the resonance region. We therefore have to evaluate inequality (29) at ^ = There are several reasons for this point. If we investigated breaking in the lower density region, besides temperature effects, damping would play a decisive role. Breaking there depends on how geometrical effects, damping and dispersion compete with each other. On the other hand, although there is damping, it is reasonable to assume that the oscillation amplitude will grow over the whole resonance width A because this is exactly the region where oscillations can be resonantly excited. In addition, break- ing at the point rj = nj2 can be neatly related to the simple model of [3] (see Section 5, b i.e. breaking in the resonance region occurs when the oscillation amplitude reaches 1/10 of the resonance width.
The minimum _B-field amplitude for breaking at rj = n\2 is B sin ao > 0.36 me co ßje.
ß now has to be related to the intensity of the driving wave. For koLc> 1 the following formula for B is accurate enough [11] :
where [/inc] = W/cm 2 . B [Tesla] is given by B = 9.14 X lO -6 . ilH and a is the fraction of the resonantly absorbed driver. At the optimum angle [11] sinao^0.71/(&o£c) 1/3 it holds that x ^0.5. By means of these relations one obtains from (31) /inc >3.2 X 10-13 co 2 ß 2 koLc [1 -0.5/(&o£c) 2/3 F 2 ' (33) This is the minimum intensity needed for wave breaking under optimum conditions. Owing to profile steepening by ponderomotive force ko devalues between 10 and 2 have been measured [12] . Values of ß > 10~3 are reasonable. In the case of a neodymium laser with co = 1.778 x 10 15 /s we obtain the following threshold (1) to (28) are valid for profiles koLc 1 too. However, it generally becomes more difficult to relate B to Binc in this case (see [11] , PLF 25).
Discussion
In this section we point out some additional physical aspects. Further we show that the approximations introduced in the former sections are consistent.
a) It is interesting to note that the functional dependence in formula (31) can be obtained by a simple consideration. According to (2) agrees exactly with the condition that breaking occurs at rj = 0 (see Figure 3) . This differs from the correct expression (31) by the factor 5.5, i.e. this formula would give a 30 times higher threshold intensity for wave breaking than eq. (31). It clearly shows that the phase difference of adjacent volume elements plays a decisive role in the pheomenon of wave breaking. b) In [3] the breaking time of a plasma at rest was calculated to be (in our units and symbols) h = 2 2 Lcme V 2 cB sin ao Thereby the phase shift out of resonance was also taken into account. Therefore acceptable agreement with our criterion (31) should be obtained if tb is equated to the time t = n (2/aco) 1 / 2 which is the time for resonant excitation. In fact, we get in this way the breaking condition B sin ao > 2 me co ß\n 2 e which differs from the correct criterion by a factor of 1.8 only.
c) Equation (13) was obtained by introducing the oscillation center approximation which consists in substituting col{x(a, t), t) by cop(xo(a, t), t) in (10 a). A first order expansion of the exact term by an amount ßl(koLc), whereas th© second term generates all higher harmonics of cop. A simple perturbation analysis of (10 a) yields the amplitude ratios 
When breaking occurs in the resonance region |xe| =0.12 holds. On the other hand, formula (24) tells us that for (^0^c) 1/2 < 1/10, A is by at least a factor of 2 smaller than Lc, so that the oscillation center approximation is well justified.
d) Solution (16) holds as long as 8co^/dt and 8 2 cop/8^2 can be neglected, i.e. as long as the oscillator undergoes enough oscillations (more than 5 for example) in the resonance region. The number n of oscillations there is So, yl2 expresses the resonant number of oscillations. It turns out again that (ßlkoLc) 1 / 2 < 1/10 is a sufficient condition for the validity of solution (16), too. For all formulae derived in the forgoing sections are correct for very steep density gradients as soon as the denominator (1 -2r]/y) 1 l 2 is included in the Fresnel integral.
e) The density ne {a, t) is easily calculated from the mass conservation equation From our special profile from Sect. 3 we calculate f) In the case of laser produced plasmas a linear treatment of resonance absorption in a warm plasma shows that hydrodynamic flow becomes important in the resonance region as soon as the following condition is fulfilled [13] • n0 (a, t).
xe(a, t) and dxe/da are given by (25) and (27). The electric field is calculated best from (9) At the end of resonance this variable assumes the value £ = 1.85.
We conclude that for a streaming cold plasma a consistent analytical treatment of hydrodynamic wave breaking can be given.
